Semantic information without spatial characteristics can also be visualised in the form of a map. This map type is usually called map-like visualisation; it is not a representation of a real geoentity but borrows the map metaphor. In current map-like visualisation works, the manipulation of the cartographic process is poor, and there is a considerable amount of randomness and uncertainty in the map results. For instance, in the process of converting semantic objects to map objects, the map shape is usually uncertain and has many possibilities. Frequently, however, we need shapes to follow certain principles, such as the principles of being close to a certain shape and having a simple geometry, to facilitate recognition and mapping. To achieve a balance between uncertain shapes and design needs, this study enhances the realisation of the cartographer's design idea by improving the controllability in the cartographic process. An optimisation technology, the simulated annealing algorithm, is introduced to control the determination of shape to improve mapping efficiency. Experiments based on real data show that based on this method, the map-like representation not only creates a whole outline close to the pre-defined shape but also realises internal regions with a simple shape.
I. INTRODUCTION
Regarding space, we usually refer to the space of the concrete physical world. However, from the broad perspective of all the kinds of spaces that we deal with, in addition to physical space, there are virtual information spaces composed of digital, textual and other semantic data that have abstract and multi-dimensional characteristics. Regardless of the type of space, the visualisation of space is important for understanding the space. Mapping provides representations for converting entities and phenomena from an original space to a conceptual world. If the original objects to be mapped belong to physical space, we obtain a common map that depicts their spatial location and other spatial characteristics. However, the objects to be mapped can be abstract semantic information in virtual information spaces, for instance, pure
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Laxmisha Rai. text information consisting solely of words and numbers without location information. They can also be represented in a map-like form by entities consisting of map symbols. This approach is usually called map-like visualisation; it borrows the cartographic method to create representations of nonspatial phenomena.
Using a map as a data expression vector enables people to observe abstract data by map browsing. Additionally, spatial symbols can be used to represent abstract semantic features through the map metaphor [40] . Map-like visualisation reduces or even avoids the pre-training process for the audience. Some studies have shown that even pre-school children have well-developed essential map-reading abilities [9] . In addition, centuries of accumulated cartographic knowledge combined with modern cartographic technology will provide powerful support for the expression and analysis of non-spatial data [5] , [42] . Applying a map to non-spatial data not only provides new perspectives and new ideas for VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ solving problems but also increases the application scenarios of the map and widens the scope of its application. Correspondingly, there is a special concept for describing this map-like representation process of non-spatial data: spatialization [44] . Usually, what we call spatialization is a very broad concept. According to the research object, it can be divided into spatialization of geographically referenced data and spatialization of non-geographically referenced data [44] . The data in the former are related to geographical location. For instance, the spatialization of demographic statistics [50] , the spatialization of CO 2 distribution [25] , spatialization of indicator values in spatial computing [54] etc. There are also some studies that research spatialization of video data [31] belongs to this data type, for instance, retrieval and analysis using geo-tags of videos [24] . However, this study focuses on the spatialization of non-geographically referenced data that have no geographic coordinates, and the data are also not related to geographical location. In particular, the subsequent spatialization in this article refers to the spatialization of nongeographically referenced data.
Spatialization transforms data from high-dimensional abstract space to low-dimensional visual space for data that do not contain spatial attributes, and it uses human potential experience to promote data representation and mining in the form of spatial objects [43] . From birth, spatial concepts are important ideas for understanding the world through our instinctive abilities of spatial cognition [16] , [37] . The establishment of spatial height, low, size, distance, volume and others by visual cognition is able to depict other concepts by metaphor transform. Because people have a rich feeling and understanding of visible and spatial objects, when they convert abstract data into the form of spatial objects, human spatial thinking can play an important role. At the very beginning, spatial metaphors are often used as a rhetorical device in natural language; they use a spatial entity or spatial relation to represent certain abstract concepts [27] . In natural language, we usually use mountains, rivers, roads and other spatial entities to depict certain abstract phenomena via the method of metaphor; for example, ''Fame, like a river, is narrowest at its source and broadest farther off''. Maps, which are often called the second language in geo-science studies, can also be used to visualise abstract information through spatialization. Thus, we can understand an abstract concept and further reason or make decisions through intuitive physical spatial relations or associations [10] .
Regarding theoretical research on spatialization, some studies have investigated issues related to uncovering the cognitive underpinnings of spatialization and have made important progress [17] - [19] , [32] . Fabrikant and Skupin [20] proposed a spatialization framework based on geovisualisation and illustrated the framework with examples of spatialization. Such studies provide a great cognitive theoretical basis for subsequent spatialization practice. A great deal of practical research has been carried out in this field. Skupin [40] and Skupin et al. [45] used self-organising mapping (SOM) to classify text data items in a two-dimensional plane, divided spatial regions by clustering boundaries, and expressed these high-dimensional data in the form of maps. However, it is difficult to adjust the positions of data items and the shapes of map regions cannot be controlled by SOM method. In the above methods, the processing object is generally unstructured data. Structured data, such as data with a hierarchical structure and an association structure, are also the key research object of spatialization. For hierarchical data such as Wikipedia data, Biuk-Aghai and Ao [6] generated maps using the polygon expansion algorithm based on liquid modelling and proposed an enhancement method in a followup study [8] . In addition, Biuk-Aghai et al. [7] and [53] used a random filling method to build a map in a hexagon base map. It is difficult for the above methods to effectively control the expansion boundary of maps. Sometimes there are large gaps between map regions. Auber et al. [4] and Wattenberg [49] used space filling curves to guide regional division to construct map-like visualisations that can avoid large gaps among map regions and realise seamless regional splicing. At the same time, this kind of method has a certain controllability. For associated data, researchers have conducted a series of explorations with regard to converting graphs into maps [21] , [23] . For social media data, which are typically associated data, researchers have used map-like visualisation to explore the information diffusion pattern and the evolution of major events in the network [13] , [14] . Other studies have also used maps as a data expression vector to explore abstract data [15] , [30] , [38] . All of these studies provide good technical support for the spatialization display of non-spatial abstract data.
In current practical studies of map-like visualisation, more attention is paid to visualisation and generation techniques, but less attention is paid to map design. Maps are the combination of engineering and art. Map building and generation technology is of course essential. However, as a map-related study, certain efforts need be devoted to map-related design to promote the transmission and recognition of information. In addition, the poor controllability of the cartographic process leads to map results in which the randomness is too great. In the above studies, there is little artificial control over the mapping process. The mapping process mostly inputs data into the appropriate tools and then waits for the output of the results. The intermediate process is similar to a black box. In these current studies, mapping methods or tools provide only the layout rules of abstract data, and the data cannot be further manipulated in the mapping process. It is difficult for the cartographer to adjust and optimise the map results based on his or her own ideas. This lack of controllability in the mapping process will also be detrimental to the implementation of map design.
This study makes full use of the randomness in map-like visualisation and focuses on improving the controllability of map-like visualisation design. It presents a method for designing geometric shapes in map generation. On the one hand, a map outline is designed with the help of a similarity measure algorithm to improve the map recognition of map-like works. On the other hand, the shape of the internal region is adjusted to facilitate the transmission and cognition of information. This shape design process is optimised by using a simulated annealing algorithm to improve efficiency. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section II, we first discuss the basic ideas of our study. Section III illustrates the specific design approaches to map outlines and regions. We perform relevant experiments to verify our method in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions of this study and possible avenues of future research are provided in Section V.
II. BASIC IDEAS
The purpose of map-like visualisation is to convey information through another representation by map carriers, similar to visual metaphors [36] . In map design, human cognition plays an important role. Some cognition models have been established for human cognitive behaviour, such as the model human processor (MHP) by Card et al. [12] and the novice's information visualisation sensemaking (NOIVS) model by Lee et al. [28] . Through experiments, researchers find that a map metaphor is processed by humans in the early stages of the cognitive process [34] . During this stage, the audience first constructs an overall visual frame of the image and then combines memory, personal experience and knowledge in the mind to carry out the visual exploration process. This cognitive process is similar to the theory of gestalt cognition, in which people's perception of things extends from the whole to the details. Thus, the first impression of an image is critical. A good impression of a map is helpful for stimulating related experience and background knowledge in the audience's mind, which is useful for understanding the information.
To improve the audience's impression of a map, we can improve the map similarity of map-like works, which is also an important issue in this field [35] . People have established a strong impression of map visualisation by long-term map use. The whole outline, region shape, and boundary structure in a map sheet have special cognitive patterns and impact map recognition. A familiar outline, similar to a true map, can help enhance the audience's psychological identification of the map [34] . Next, when people carry out in-depth observation, the internal regions of a map can be designed to facilitate the expression and transmission of information.
Map-like visualisation does not need to take into account physical and geographical features, which allows for great flexibility in its design. For instance, the shapes in a map-like visualisation can be adjusted as needed. We can make full use of the flexibility and freedom of the design process to select one appropriate form of representation. This study focuses on map shape design by considering two categories: the overall outline shape and the shape of internal regions.
A. OVERALL OUTLINE DESIGN
The overall outline is a significant attribute that people perceive from the whole. Compared with other properties, the outline can allow the audience to make more inferences about objects [33] . For example, in Figure 1 , it is difficult to infer that the object is a tree if only one attribute value, such as height, age, weight, or colour, is given. However, when we give the approximate shape, even if the description is not very accurate and the size is not exactly the same, we can quickly associate it with a tree. In addition, the similar outlines between objects can help us in constructing the conceptual relationships between them. When the source object is used to understand the target object, this usage will undoubtedly promote our understanding of the concept and accelerate the processing of information [39] , [47] .
In the construction of the metaphorical relationships between two objects, it is important to construct a similar shape [48] . In the cognitive process, perceptual symbols such as shape are stored in the brain as cognitive experiences [1] . Given proper stimuli, they will be activated, even though these stimuli sometimes belong to cues rather than to precise descriptions [55] . For the audience, if the outline of an image is similar to that of a real map, then this similarity is beneficial for establishing the connection between them in the mind to strengthen the psychological identification of the map [2] , [34] . This is critical for a map-like visualisation that aims to establish cognitive mapping between the map vehicle and the target ontology with the help of psychological association.
In the process of map-like visualisation design, we want to design the outlines of map-like works to make them similar to real map outlines. An approximate overall similarity is preferred over a precise fit because our purpose is to stimulate people's cognitive familiarity through a rough outline. There is no need to pursue high-precision similarity because the cost may be too large; thus, we can focus on the typical geometric features of the target object, for example, extracting the typical geometric features of the target object through map generalisation and adjusting the outline of the map-like work to make it move towards the simplified target object.
B. INTERNAL SHAPE DESIGN
Because a real map region always presents an irregular shape, a region that is too smooth or too regular (such as circles and squares) will weaken the relation between a map-like work and a real map in the audience's mind [34] . However, a region that has a shape that is too irregular will also cause a series of problems. Complicated and tortuous map regions not only affect the beauty of a map but also result in cartographic and cognitive difficulty.
From the perspective of cartography, these complicated and tortuous internal regions are not conducive to the placement of map symbols, such as map annotations. The complicated and tortuous geometry compresses the space for map symbols, which limits the diversity of and dynamic changes in map symbols. This limitation has a very negative impact on subsequent cartography and dynamic map display. In addition, compared with a regular region that has the same area, the boundary of a complicated and tortuous region is longer, and the excessive occupancy of the space on the boundary will reduce the space utilisation rate.
In terms of cognition, map-like works often use the area to quantitatively express attribute values, reflecting the differences in abstract values through concrete geometric shapes. It is difficult to find the differences between attribute values by horizontally comparing the area when the map regions are too complicated and tortuous. The geometry of these regions often makes it difficult to concentrate on the targets, sometimes making them difficult to identify. In addition, complicated and tortuous regions may lead the audience to make unnecessary conjectures about their shape. All of these factors will affect the expression and cognition of information.
In summary, we hope that the shapes of the internal regions of maps are not too regular: they should be as simple as possible. Some related studies on TreeMap often prevent thin and elongated rectangles by controlling the aspect ratio [11] . In some map-like works, similar ideas can also be seen in region shape control [23] , [53] . This study aims to balance the rule degree of the geometry in the map design of internal regions. To avoid map regions whose geometry is excessively regular, we explore relevant mapping technologies to ensure that the generated map regions have a certain randomness and variability. However, such randomness and variability may lead to the emergence of complicated and tortuous regions. Therefore, it is necessary to formulate certain rules with regard to shape constraints to avoid this issue.
III. APPROACH
We take the visualisation of hierarchical data as an example to explore the shape design of map-like visualisation. The structure of hierarchical data is very similar to that of maps. The hierarchical structure can be mapped to a choropleth map using polygon inclusion. To convert a hierarchical tree structure into a plane representation, we choose the Gosper curve to guide the regional subdivision and generate a map frame that is commonly used for the visual representation of hierarchical data [4] , [46] , [51] .
The Gosper map takes regular hexagons as map construction units and realises a seamless splicing of the map regions. Diversified outline materials can be obtained by merging different map regions under the guidance of the Gosper curve. Because of the tortuous trend of the Gosper curve, the shapes of map regions are full of randomness, and there are many In this study, we aim to explore how to formalise the cartographic rules and constraints to meet the needs of docking with the intermediate control layer, and we input these rules and constraints into the intermediate control layer. In this way, cartographers can implement their design ideas in the mapping process. The flow chart of the methods in this study is shown in Figure 2 , according to which we will introduce these methods in detail in the following.
A. CONSTRUCTING THE GOSPER MAP
In generating a Gosper map, first, the Gosper curve is constructed. In this study, the Gosper curve is generated by the L-system [29] , which essentially replaces the initial character codes continuously to produce the drawing codes. Then, the Gosper curve can be constructed by geometrically interpreting the drawing codes.
The initial character code of the Gosper curve is ''A''. The replacement rule is to replace ''A'' in the string with ''A-B-B+A++AA+B-'' and to replace ''B'' with ''+A-BB-B-A++A+B''. This character code replacement is iteratively performed. As Table 1 shows, the drawing codes will become more complex as the number of iterations increases. Table II presents the geometric interpretation of drawing codes that can be used to draw the result curve.
It is necessary to determine the initial point and the initial forward angle first when constructing Gosper curves based on drawing codes. In particular, the forward angle is the angle from the positive direction of the x-axis to the forward direction of the curve (see Figure 3 ). The clockwise angle is positive, and the counter-clockwise angle is negative. In the process of curve drawing, when encountering ''+'', the forward angle is increased by 60 degrees; when encountering ''-'', it is reduced by 60 degrees. Given the coordinates (X 1 , Y 1 ) of any known node on the Gosper curve, the coordinates (X 2 , Y 2 ) of the next node in the forward direction can be calculated by Formula (1) and Formula (2) . In these two formulas, L represents a length of one step of the curve, and θ represents the current forward angle. The coordinates of all nodes can be calculated in this way, and the result curve can be obtained by sequentially connecting these nodes.
As Figure 4 shows, Gosper curves constructed by drawing codes with different iterations grow iteratively. Figure 4 (a) is the initial state of the Gosper curve, which corresponds to the initial code. The iterative growth of the Gosper curve in Figure 4 (b) can be realised by continuously rotating and splicing the minimum construction unit in Figure 4 (a). In this way, the result curve of each iteration can be used as the minimum construction unit of the next iteration; thus, the Gosper curve can be iteratively constructed.
The Gosper curve has a good coupling relationship with the regular hexagon grid [52] . As Figure 5 shows, for a hexagonal grid composed of hexagons whose apothem R is E, the step length L of the Gosper curve is set to 2E, and the centre point of one hexagon is chosen as the starting point. In this way, the nodes of the Gosper curve can correspond to the centre points of the hexagons one by one, which can establish the corresponding relationship between the Gosper curve and the hexagonal grid. Therefore, the Gosper curve can be used to guide the division of a hexagon base map.
Based on the guidance order of the Gosper curve, a certain number of hexagons are selected to form map regions. Then, some attribute values can be expressed by the map area. For instance, based on the total attribute value, attribute value U , represented by each hexagonal unit, can be calculated. As shown in Formula (3), J represents the sum of the attribute values, and N indicates the total number of regular hexagons that compose this map. For each node of the hierarchical data, the number of hexagons needed can be calculated by the attribute value of the node. By merging these hexagons, the corresponding region of the node can be obtained.
The division of regions and the establishment of the hierarchical structure of the map are shown in Figure 6 . Usually, map-like visualisations can obtain final outlines only after the maps are generated. In this study, a Gosper map can delineate the outline first, and then, we proceed to the subsequent mapping process. This unique advantage makes it possible to design and control the shape of the outline.
In the process of mapping, the outline of a Gosper map is determined by two factors: the start node index in the Gosper curve and the number of hexagons. Since the nodes of the Gosper curve correspond to the hexagons of the base map one by one, we first choose the starting node index on the Gosper curve and then choose the corresponding number of hexagons based on the curve guidance order to form the set. The outline of the map can be obtained by extracting the outer boundary of the region corresponding to the hexagon set.
In the above process, when the start point is determined, different numbers of hexagons will generate different region shapes (see the first row in Figure 7 ). As the second row in Figure 7 shows, a different start node index corresponds to map outlines with different shapes if the number of hexagons is determined. When both the start node index and the number of hexagons change, the shapes of the regions change more (see the third row in Figure 7 ). In summary, changes in the start node index and the number of hexagons result in a disturbance of the outline shape. We define the map outline as O(S, N), where S indicates the start node index and N is the number of hexagons. Using different settings of these two parameters, map outlines with different shapes can be generated. A large number of map outlines also provides rich material for outline design.
Our goal is to screen out an outline that is similar to the target shape from a large number of candidate outlines; thus, we need to choose a shape as the target. Then, the similarity between the candidate outline and target shape is continuously investigated by shape measurement. However, the location, slope angle, and area size of a candidate outline may not be consistent with the target outline due to the large amount of randomness in the Gosper map. Therefore, the shape measurement algorithm must satisfy the condition that it will not change with the translation, rotation and scaling of the shape. The turning function algorithm (Arkin et al., 1990) can effectively meet these requirements, and this study uses it to conduct a similarity measurement.
The turning function expresses the polygon by measuring the angle along a certain reference direction as a function of the arc length. Its basic principle is as follows: select a starting point on a polygon and a moving point that slides For polygons A and B, their turning functions are f A (Q) and f B (Q), respectively, and their shape similarity can be measured by Formula (4). However, Formula (4) is very sensitive to the rotation of the polygon and the choice of the starting point on the boundary. In general, the minimum turning function value affected by all these changes in rotation and the starting point is used as the similarity measure between polygons A and B. Formula (5) describes the similarity of two polygons in two-dimensional space. In Formula (5), f A (Q + t) indicates the movement of the starting point along the boundary of polygon A by length t, while f A (Q) + θ indicates the rotation of the polygon by angle θ. The smaller the value of F (A, B) is, the greater the similarity between polygons A and B. 
C. INTERNAL MAP SHAPE DESIGN
Guided by the Gosper curve, the Gosper map completes the division of its internal regions, showing different region shapes. According to the principle of Gosper map making, the shapes of its internal regions depend on two factors: the area of the region, that is, the number of hexagons it contains, and the position of the two-dimensional plane of the internal region. In general, the area of the region is fixed; thus, its shape is determined by the position of the twodimensional plane of the region. The nodes in the hierarchical tree are sequentially mapped to the Gosper curve, and their regions are divided under the guidance of the Gosper curve. Therefore, the position of the two-dimensional plane of each region is related to the position of its corresponding node in the hierarchical tree. This means that the shapes of map regions can be adjusted by changing the relative positions of the nodes in the hierarchical tree. For example, the original node order of the hierarchical tree is shown in Figure 9 (a), and its corresponding Gosper map is shown in Figure 10 (a) . By adjusting the order of the nodes, we obtain the two hierarchical trees in Figure 9 (b) and Figure 9 (c); correspondingly, the Gosper map will also become Figure 10 (b) and Figure 10 (c). The node regions have the same area size, but different order positions tend to show different shapes. Notably, changing one node location will affect the region shapes of its sibling nodes that belong to the same parent node, thus creating a new map. As shown in Figure 11 , there are map regions with the same number of hexagons. The shapes in group (a) are too complicated and tortuous. In comparison, the overall shapes in group (b) are relatively simple. It is necessary to formulate a certain parameter to evaluate the shapes of the internal regions and to distinguish these two types of regions. Common aspect ratio constraints usually act to avoid excessive extension in a single direction. The complicated and tortuous region shape in this study is essentially due to the tortuous trend of the Gosper curve. The extension direction of these regions is not single but curly; thus, the aspect ratio parameter is not applicable. In addition, for the map regions in this study, the many depressions on their boundaries often result in their complicated and tortuous shapes. However, the convex hulls of these regions are usually relatively simple in shape. Therefore, the parameter of the convex hull rate (Formula (6)) is designed to evaluate the geometric complexity of map internal region M i (i ∈{1,2. . . n}).
In Formula (6), P is the area measurement function, and C Mi represents the convex hull of region M i . Clearly, when the boundary shape of the region is too complex or the region contains many tortuous and narrow parts, the convex hull ratio will become very small. The closer the value of V (M i ) is to 1.0, the simpler the region shape will be. In Figure 11 , two groups of regions with the same area are calculated using the convex hull rate. Figure 11 shows that the values of the regions in group (a) are small, while those in group (b) are large, which indicates that the regions in group (b) are more in line with the needs of this study regarding region shape and are also consistent with the results of visual judgement. Because a change in one node location will also affect the region shapes of other sibling nodes of the same parent node, it is necessary to evaluate the shapes of all regions. For polygon groups, we prefer the minimum value of the convex hull rate of all regions (see Formula (7) ) as the overall evaluation index of the region shape. The more closely F v approaches 1, the more the overall region shape meets our needs. The shapes of the regions in the map can be changed continuously by adjusting the locations of nodes in hierarchical data, and the regions that meet our needs can be selected to make the map regions as simple as possible. If there is only one layer of hierarchical data, then the map has n! candidate internal region design schemes through the arrangement and combination of nodes, among which n is the number of nodes. When the number of layers of hierarchical data increases, the number of candidate schemes will increase greatly. Each parent node with n leaf nodes has n! internal region design schemes. If these parent nodes are rearranged and combined, then the number of design schemes will increase again. As shown in Figure 12 , the total number of map region design schemes for hierarchical data can be calculated by multiplying the factorial of the number of sub-nodes contained in each hierarchical node. When there are many layers or nodes in the hierarchical tree, the number of schemes will be very large.
D. COMPUTATION BY SIMULATED ANNEALING OPTIMISATION
The above discussion introduces the design essentials of the map outline and internal regions. There are a large number of solutions in the shape design process, including outline shape design and internal region shape design, due to the great degree of freedom in map-like visualisation. Selecting a scheme from the many candidate map results that satisfies our needs is a problem. If the selection process is carried out according to conventional methods such as enumeration, then the efficiency will be very low, as there are too many schemes. In this paper, a simulated annealing algorithm is introduced in the selection process.
The simulated annealing algorithm is a classical optimisation algorithm [26] . In theory, if the annealing is slow enough, it can achieve the global optimum [22] . In practice, it is easy to program and simple to implement with a small workload. For simulated annealing algorithms, it is necessary to set up the objective function using a certain rule constraint and then optimise it. In this study, the rule constraint is the specific shape requirements previously discussed, and the objective function is a quantitative representation of these requirements, such as Formula (5) and Formula (7) . The simulated annealing algorithm generates a new solution by disturbing the current solution and uses the Metropolis criterion to determine whether to accept the new solution. The whole process is controlled by temperature. In the cooling process of simulated annealing, some bad solutions will also be accepted with a certain probability to prevent the results from falling into the local optimum. In this study, a linear annealing schedule is adopted, i.e., the temperature is lowered by a linear coefficient, and a specified number of cycles are performed at each specific temperature.
For an outline shape, the target outline is defined as K , and we take the similarity function F(O, K) between the candidate outline O(S, N) and K as the objective function. The candidate outline parameters S (the start node index) and N (the number of hexagons) are continuously changed to generate new candidate outlines. At the same time, F(O, K) is used to continuously calculate their similarity; the ultimate goal is to obtain a small value of F(O, K) so that the corresponding map outline is similar to the target outline. The simulated annealing algorithm is used to control the aforementioned processes to optimise F (O, K) . The annealing process framework is as follows.
Arbitrary map outline O(S, N) is selected as the initial solution. At the same time, O C (S, N) is the current solution. The value of objective function F(O, K) is computed as initial energy E C . Set initial temperature T S and termination temperature T E , build cooling model T K +1 = a * T K (0< a <1) , and then set iteration number L at each temperature value. The temperature decreases continuously through the cooling model, and the following operations are performed L times at each temperature.
( (S, N) , and set E C = E T ; otherwise, perform step (1) again. In the above operations, the optimal value of the objective function is recorded, and the original optimal value is replaced by the newly generated optimal value. In addition, when there is no new optimal value in one round of cooling, it is considered to be an invalid cooling process and is recorded. When the temperature is lower than a certain threshold or the number of times of invalid cooling is higher than a certain threshold, the cooling process is stopped to output the results.
For an internal shape design, the simulated annealing frame is similar. The difference is that the order of nodes belonging to the same parent node is taken as a candidate solution. Random node sequence S(M 1 , M 2 , M 3 ... M n ) is selected as the initial solution, which is also the current solution S C (M 1 , M 2 , M 3 ... M n ). According to the current node sequence, target function F V can be calculated by Formula (7) to obtain initial energy E C . New solutions are generated by perturbing the current solution through node position transformation. First, several nodes with the lowest convex hull rate are selected to adjust their positions, and they are randomly exchanged with the remaining nodes using the newly generated node sequence as a new solution. The number of selected nodes above is related to the number of nodes with the same parent node and the current temperature. The number of selected nodes is calculated by Formula (8) , in which T S is the initial temperature, T K is the current temperature, and N is the number of nodes with the same parent node. In the initial stage of cooling, the adjustment of the node sequence is very strong. As the temperature decreases, the result tends to be stable, and the number of adjustment nodes grows increasingly lower. After setting the cooling model and relevant operating parameters, the iterative operation at each temperature is as follows.
(1) Transform the node sequence of current solution 
The recording form of the optimal result and the termination condition of the cooling are similar to those of the above outline design. However, the above operations are applied to the sub-regions of the same parent node, which means that these operations need to be performed for each parent region in the map. For hierarchical data with more than 2 layers, changing the parent region shape will affect the shapes of its sub-regions. If the sub-regions are adjusted first, when the shape of their parent region is adjusted, then this adjustment will damage the shapes of the sub-regions. Taking Figure 13 as an example, this map region in Figure 13 (a) has five sub-regions. If the sub-region shapes are adjusted first, as shown in Figure 13 (b) , then change the parent region to another shape (see Figure 13 (c)). The adjusted subregion shapes will also be affected and change accordingly as in Figure 13 (d) . Therefore, to improve the efficiency of shape adjustment, in this study, the top-down regional adjustment strategy is adopted. First, the shapes of the top node regions are adjusted by the above method. For each region that has been adjusted, repeat the above operations for its sub-regions. By analogy, the process of regional adjustment is completed until all the leaf node regions at the lowest level are adjusted. 
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
First, an outline shape design experiment is carried out. A set of regular hexagons can be obtained from the base map using the method introduced in Section III. The outline shape of these hexagons is similar to the shape of the target outline. Subsequently, combined with non-spatial hierarchical data, the internal regions are divided under the guidance of the Gosper curve, and the shapes of the internal regions are optimised. The above map outline design and internal region design are controlled by the simulated annealing algorithm.
A. EXPERIMENT IN MAP OUTLINE DESIGN
As shown in Figure 14 group (a), we chose the territories of France, China and Australia as our target outlines. To improve the efficiency of outline design, these data are all small-scale maps and do not contain many shape details. An intensive generalisation is carried out, and only the continental regions are preserved in the original data (see Figure 14 group (b) ). The typical expression of the original shape is completed under the premise of maintaining the main structure of the outline.
The target outlines in Figure 14 were used to carry out three groups of experiments in which historical optimum values were continuously generated. We intercepted the slices in every experiment, as shown in Figure 15 . These shapes are historically optimal outlines generated during the cooling process. As the value of the objective function decreases, the shape of the candidate outline is closer to the target outline (to facilitate the display, the candidate outline has been enlarged, shrunk, rotated, or turned). Finally, the ideal outline can be obtained. There are many other space filling curves, and other common space filling curve types correspond to the regular quadrilateral grid, such as the Hilbert curve, the Peano curve, the Z-order curve, and quadratic Gosper curve. Similar to the Gosper map building rules, the above curve guidance can also be used to divide the corresponding regular quadrilateral base map into regions and to complete map construction. However, using a Z-order curve to construct a map will result in discontinuous regions because some adjacent nodes are too far apart from each other in space. As shown in the red box in Figure 16 , when a part of the curve is filled, a jumping connection occurs. This occurrence will lead to an intermediate fracture of the generated map outline, which is not conducive to controlling the outline shape and will seriously affect the subsequent division of internal regions, as a result of which the same data item will correspond to two distant independent regions. Moreover, as the number of curve iterations increases, the distance between the above jumping connections will grow increasingly longer, as a result of which the two regions will grow increasingly farther apart. Therefore, we exclude the Z-order curve, construct maps using the Hilbert curve, Peano curve, and quadratic Gosper curve, design outlines using the same method as that used for the Gosper map, and perform comparative experiments.
The construction process of each curve is basically the same. That is, the curves also need to be generated by the L-system. The initial code and replacement rule of each curve are shown in Table 3 . Notably, the code meanings of the Hilbert curve, Peano curve and quadratic Gosper curve are obviously different from those of the Gosper curve. In the codes, ''A'' and ''B'' have no specific meaning, and ''F'' represents a straight line drawing with a step length of one. In addition, ''+'' represents 90-degree clockwise rotation of the drawing direction, and ''-'' represents 90-degree counterclockwise rotation of the drawing direction. When drawing curves, their coordinate calculation methods are the same as those of the Gosper curve. As Figure 17 shows, various kinds of curves with different levels of complexity can be obtained through different iterations. In the construction of these curves, the step size of each curve is set to 2E for the grid composed of regular quadrilateral units with an apothem of E, and a centre point of one regular quadrilateral unit is chosen as the starting point. In this way, the one-to-one correspondence between the curve nodes and base map units can be established as shown in Figure 18 , and outline shape optimisation can subsequently be carried out.
To promote the contrast, we use the same target outline to carry out the contrast experiments. Figure 14 (b3) is selected as the target outline for three types of map outline design. In the Hilbert map, Peano map and quadratic Gosper map, map outline design is controlled by the simulated annealing algorithm. Similar outline results are screened out by using a turning function to measure similarity. The map slices of the screening process are shown in Figures 19-21 , in which the results of the outlines gradually approach the target outline.
However, in terms of visual effect, the outlines of the Hilbert map, Peano map, and quadratic Gosper map that constitute the final results are not as good as the outline that constitutes the final result in the Gosper map. For the target outline in Figure 14 (b3) , the result in Figure 22 fits better than that in Figure 19 (e), Figure 20 (e) and Figure 21 (e). The map outlines designed by the three methods mentioned above have a serious defect, the universal right-angle phenomena. There are many straight lines and right angles in the outlines, which can result in a visually stiff region cut, making the map boundaries too regular and very different from the target outline in Figure 14 (b3). These phenomena are particularly serious in the outlines of the Hilbert map and Peano map (see Figures 19 and 20) . Although the boundary of the outline in the quadratic Gosper map is not a pure straight line, Figures 21 (f)-(h), which are enlarged, show that the boundary is composed of very uniform jitter and, as a whole, is still linear.
The above phenomena are related not only to the trend of the guiding curve, which is too straight, but also to the shape of the regular quadrilateral unit used in the construction of the map regions. Under the combined effect of these two factors, the outline of the map is too regular at both the macroscopic and microscopic levels. In addition, as shown in Figure 21 (g), the outlines constructed in the quadratic Gosper maps sometimes have short and narrow neck regions, which are liable to cause visual discontinuity. Compared with the map outlines constructed under the guidance of the above curves, the Gosper map avoids scattered map outlines and ensures the integrity of the map. The tortuous trend of the Gosper curve prevents the map outline from being too regular. In addition, the use of hexagons as basic structural units in Gosper maps is further helpful with regard to these issues. 
B. EXPERIMENT IN INTERNAL MAP SHAPE OPTIMISATION
The experimental data are project application and support data from the National Natural Science Foundation of China in 2016. These typical hierarchical data have two levels: the department level and the discipline level. There are 8 departments in the first level, and each department contains several disciplines in the second level. The data attributes contain the number of approved projects, the approved funding amount, the funding rate and other information.
The Gosper curve and hexagon base map are cut by the outline of the result map to obtain the initial mapping data. Based on the approach introduced in Section III, guided by the Gosper curve, map regions are allocated according to an attribute such as the approved funding amount. First, regions for the bottom discipline nodes are allocated. Then, based on the inclusion relation, the location and shape of the region of each department are determined. The whole frame of the map is constructed in a bottom-up manner.
For the first-level internal regions of the map, as Figure 22 shows, a map made by the default node sequence has many tortuous concave regions. The convex hull ratios of these regions are obviously lower than those of other regions calculated by Formula (6) . The shapes of these first-level map regions are adjusted to the satisfactory state with the help of the simulated annealing algorithm. The shape adjustment process is quantitatively expressed in Table 4 . The minimum convex hull rate of all the map regions increases with the iterations. The whole annealing process will accept a certain number of bad solutions to prevent the results from falling into the local optimum. Figure 23 shows the number of accepted bad solutions during the cooling process, recording the number of accepted bad solutions every 200 iterations. Because the calculation of acceptance probability is influenced by random numbers, the line chart shows local oscillation. Overall, however, the number of accepted bad solutions is higher in the initial stage of cooling. As the cooling process proceeds, the results tend to be stable, and the number of accepted bad solutions decreases.
The map slices during the experiment are shown in Figure 24 , in which regions of the same colour represent the same node objects. Changing the node order leads to a dynamic adjustment of the positions and shapes of the map regions. As F V increases, the region shapes constantly adjust to the anticipated direction. Changing the location of a region affects not only the shape of the region but also the shapes of other regions. Because each region has been dynamically adjusting, the same region does not always have a good shape in the adjustment process; sometimes, its shape may not be as good as it was before. However, the overall effect of each new optimal solution will be improved, and the shapes of all the regions will finally achieve a satisfactory state.
After the shape optimisation of the first-level regions is completed, the second-level regions that they contain remain in their initial state. As shown in Figure 25 , many subregions show obvious tortuous concave shapes. The secondlevel region shape optimisation is shown in Figures 26 and 27 . For cases that have more sub-regions, as shown in Figure 26 , changing the location of different regions will produce more map schemes, and there will be more optimal solutions accordingly. In addition, a larger number of regions and a larger area will make more changes in region shape, which will have a positive impact on the shape optimisation of this study.
Finally, all regions can be optimised in a top-down manner. On the one hand, because of the tortuosity of the Gosper curve, map regions that are excessively regular are avoided, and the map regions take on different shapes. On the other hand, controlled by the morphological parameter, the number of tortuous concave polygons is continuously reduced, and the shapes of all regions are optimised. 
C. MAP RENDERING
Through the above experiments, we complete the construction of the map framework. A geometric outline similar to a real map is obtained. To facilitate the transmission and comparison of attributes, the internal regions of the map are divided into simple geometric shapes. As a result, lateral contrast of the area is easily performed. In addition, the adjusted map regions are more suitable for label placement.
Next, the map is rendered and decorated. Abstract attribute values are expressed by colour and area. As shown in Figure 28 , the approved funding amount of the departmentlevel data is rendered by colour; the dark representation has a higher attribute value, and the light representation has a lower attribute value. To further enhance the object attribute contrast, map annotations, the legend and the symbol scale are added. The area and colour show that the medical science division, engineering and materials division and life sciences division have received the most financial support. In contrast, the management science division has an approved funding amount that is significantly lower than that of its sibling departments. To express the data hierarchy, different types of map boundaries are set and distinguished by style and colour. As Figure 29 shows, when the scale of the map is changed by enlargement, the map scene changes, showing more detailed information, and discipline-level data gradually emerge. At the discipline level, a similar horizontal comparison across disciplines can also be made. In the information science division, the colour of all sub-regions is generally darker, which means that these disciplines have all received high funding. In contrast, the subordinate disciplines in the management science division all receive less funding in general.
Map-like visualisation provides a new and vivid perspective for people to look at abstract non-spatial data. From the map, the audience can intuitively see the state's attention to human welfare and infrastructure-related fields, such as medicine and engineering. High input also appears in life sciences and information science fields that are related to technology. As it delivers information, this form of data presentation is also interesting to a certain extent, which helps attract a wider audience and thus facilitates the dissemination of information.
V. CONCLUSION
Map-like visualisation is a method of visualisation for representing abstract data using spatialization. On the one hand, the map-like design has a large degree of freedom to generate visualisation; on the other hand, it has to meet some requirements of the cartographic process. The shape design needs to consider a balance between these two facets. By using simulated annealing optimisation in the process of map construction, a map shape can be controlled according to the will of the map designer. Using a two-step shape control process for the exterior outline and internal regions, we can obtain a map outline that is close to a real form and simple internal regions of the map. This method can not only improve map similarity but also transfer metaphorical information through map features.
However, converting semantic information to simulated geo-entities is a difficult problem that requires a consideration of cartographic design requirements. This study takes into account only the shape issue in map design based on the Gosper curve. More map elements need to be studied to facilitate information transmission from the cognition perspective, such as symbol variable systems and map layer compositions. Not only does map-like design need to make the map-like function stand out through map visualisation, but it also has to prevent the map symbols from destroying the original semantic information. In addition, when the amount of data is very large, the shape design performance in this study will be affected. It is necessary to study methods to improve performance in this case to obtain satisfactory shape design results more quickly. In the future, we will further explore these aspects of map-like design to improve map-like visualisation.
